This is YOUR MOMENT… to CHOOSE YOUR FUTURE!
Grow through the CoVid Challenge!
Practical tips and tools to support you to rebuild and reset with confidence. This is an
opportunity to create the future of your practice as you truly desire it to be. By focusing on just
three categories, you can take what was, take what is, and design what will be!
Revenue
Culture
Operations
These three areas directly affect the profitability and success of your practice. During the
CoVid-19 closures, you can use your resources to make a significant difference in these three
areas. Here are some ways you can maximize your downtime:
REVENUE:
Immediate Stabilization:
Solidify your immediate financial plan, then work your way out. This 90-Day Budget
Workbook provides 30-60-90-day steps for immediate stabilization of the financial
aspect of your practice.
Prepare for the Future:
This is your opportunity to refine your practice financial future to align more closely with
your desires. Imagine the patients you truly want to see, the hours you truly want to
work, the team you truly want to build and grow with…and design your financial future
from that space. This Financial Tool Kit provides a multitude of ideas to stir creativity for
you and your team.
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CULTURE:
“Culture eats strategy for breakfast”
-Peter Drucker
Your Greatest Asset:
Your team is your greatest asset. They are the face of your practice, your partners in
design, and the implementers of your desires. This Culture Tool Kit provides ways to
cultivate your ideal workforce for your best work life ever.
OPERATIONS:
How we do what we do is a direct reflection of our beliefs and core values. Creating structure
that supports your success will provide peace through the chaos of not only major pandemics
like we are facing now, but also the everyday ups and downs of business in our society. This
Operations Tool Kit is a great resource to further develop the delivery process for excellence of
care in your practice.
“A bend in the road is only the End of the road if you do not make the turn”
-Helen Keller
Our Inspero Team is passionate about supporting dentists to create the life and practice they
truly desire. We believe a large part of this lofty goal includes the personal health and wellness
of the dentist and the team. Enjoy this special Health and Wellness Tool Kit to provide hope
through this challenging time.
“It’s not about what it is, it’s about what it can become.”
-Dr. Suess
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